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AFs™ – the tools For modern FArming

compAct, cApAble  
COMPETITIVE!
cAse iH AdVANced fARMiNG sYsTeMs (Afs™) PAY fOR THeMseLVes. TAKe AdVANTAGe Of HARdWARe ANd sOfTWARe – 
ALL-iN-ONe ANd fROM A siNGLe sOuRce: THe PeRfecT sOLuTiON fOR YOu
case ih AFs stands for an extensive range of practice-oriented solutions that help you farm and manage your fields more efficiently than ever before. take 
advantage of what is doubtlessly the most important advancement in modern agriculture since the start of mechanisation, and benefit from increased control, 
productivity, efficiency and precision. case ih AFs solutions are logical, easy to use and intuitive, and they become second nature in next to no time – just like 
driving one of our tractors. this is how we understand the demands of modern farmers. 

ON THe RiGHT TRAcK – WiTH cAse iH Afs 
even though good things usually come in threes, case ih AFs solutions have the extra add-on and come in fours! our AFs solutions offer the keys to success 
throughout your entire production cycle and provide a clear overview – year in, year out.

  Ensure optimum management: control and manage vehicles, implements 
and data via integrated touch-screen monitors which are 100% compatible 
and exchangeable throughout the entire case ih fleet.

  Advance straight ahead: straight lines in the field save you time and 
money by making the most efficient use of all resources – machines, 
workforce, fuel and all means of production such as seeds, fertilisers and 
crop protection products.

  Today for tomorrow: stay a decisive step ahead with AFs Farm 
management software. make your future-oriented decisions on the basis 
of solid facts – and nothing else.

  AFS Connect™ Telematics: monitor and control the operation of your 
machines from the desk in your farm office. improve logistics processes 
and maximise performance. take full advantage of case ih AFs connect 
technology – with a data connection in real time.
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AFs™ – retUrn on investment

 Use precision And KnoWledge   
TO INCREASE YOUR REVENUES
When you make an investment in AFs technology, you will optimise the profitability of your business. 
Ultimate accuracy, as well as optimum fleet management and intelligent use of data simply serve 
one purpose: to maximise your return on investment. Whilst reducing overlaps and bad spots, thus 
saving precious time, fuel and farm inputs, you can also apply variable rates of fertilisers or plant 
protection products according to field and yield maps, or avoid costly downtimes by means of an 
intelligent and efficient fleet management.

THe iNVesTMeNT PAYs Off iN fuLL! 
A small and rather conservative calculation highlights your benefit: take a sprayer with a 21m 
boom, under normal circumstances your effective usable width will be around 20.05m. With 
an rtK accuracy of +/- 2.5cm, however, the usable width increases to 20.97m, thus 
allowing for savings of 4.5%. by means of the case ih precision payback or roi calculator at 
http://www.caseih.com/en_gb/Products/AFS/Pages/AFSCalculator.aspx, you can easily calculate 
the return on investment that you can achieve by using case ih AFs solutions. enter the specifics 
of your operation and calculate your estimated savings with precision farming tools. you will be 
amazed at the difference that case ih AFs can make in reduced input costs and time saved.

exAMPLe:
production costs wheat €/ha
seeds 100.00
Fertilisers 210.00
plant protection products 175.00

other costs 
(fuel, allowance for depreciation, labour) 352.00

production costs 837.00
rtK +/- 2.5cm

4.5% reduction of costs
savings: 1 ha of wheat / season 37.66 €
savings: 95 ha of wheat / season 3,577.70 €

Your fast way to the ROi calculator:
simply use your smartphone and 
scan the Qr code.
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in ‘güterdirektion liechtenstein’, located in the 
‘Weinviertel’ of lower Austria, first steps in precision 
agriculture were taken ten years ago.
“even though being uncharted waters for us back then, this looked promising to us”, 
says Werner pfeifer, responsible for the vehicle fleet of this 3,000 hectare estate in 
rabensburg and Wilfersdorf at the time.
many different systems of various brands have been tested ever since. At present, 
however, with the magnum 335 and the Quadtrac 535, as well as two combines and four 
tractors of other brands, they use the satellite-based case ih AFs-Accuguide™  
auto-guidance solution, i.e. a fully automatic guidance system via the hydraulic  
steering. combined with yield mapping, this provides relevant and important data 
for the application of seeds, fertilisers and plant protection products.

Werner Pfeifer, Güterdirektion Liechtenstein, Austria

PRAcTicAL exPeRieNces 
Of OuR cusTOMeRs

high-tech 

remote control
IN AGRICULTURE

... For hermann Kästle - a farmer in steinheim near 
dillingen in the danube valley – the reasons for using 
an automatic steering system on his case ih tractors  
are many. in particular the capability of increasing 
the accuracy of work processes, improving driving 
comfort and applying sprays and fertilisers much 
more precisely - i.e. lowering operating costs 
- encouraged the young farmer to invest in an 
automatic steering system. he decided to retrofit an 
eZ-steer from case ih in combination with an eZ-guide Fm 750™, which he can use on his  
puma 230 cvX, 155 cvX or maxxum 140 as required. the newest tractor, a puma 230 cvX, 
was delivered factory fitted for use with the steering system ...

Hermann Kästle, farmer in Steinheim near Dillingen, Germany

... one of the main concerns of herbert geisen and 
his team is to lower operating costs and increase 
efficiency. that is why some years ago he equipped 
his complete fleet of case ih tractors with automatic steering systems. “the advantages are 
obvious: thanks to the automatic guidance system we achieve a much higher output – 
sometimes up to 20 percent higher productivity in our fields. on top of that there are the savings 
in plant protection sprays and fertilisers, as well as taking the stress off the driver,” he says. 
the latest application for the AFs™ system is potato planting. “the Autopilot™ system steers 
the tractor to an accuracy of 2.5 centimetres with the help of the rtK correction signal. the 
most important thing during potato planting is that the planter remains exactly on track. We 
have looked at different technical solutions and decided to use a planter with active steering.  
All data are controlled using an Fm 1000™ monitor with truetracker™, the active control 
system in the magnum cab”. 

Herbert Geisen, farmer in Münstermaifeld, Germany

AFs in Action 

the precise
DRIVER

.... søren Andersen about Accuguide: “i see a 
number of advantages with this system, such as 
repeatable driving patterns and overall savings.
With this system we can lay down fixed pass patterns. i have read that experiments abroad 
have shown that this system brings higher yields and reduces the power requirement 
for soil cultivation”.
... “you save time, fuel, power and use fertilisers and pesticides more effectively”, states 
søren Andersen ...

 “We can work more efficiently because now we can concentrate on the seed drill instead 
of on steering in the right direction”.

 “We can drive in the same tracks every year, which causes less soil compaction and also 
increases yield as a result”.

Tage and Søren Andersen, Spøttrup, Denmark

AdvAntAges 

Achieved With
ACCUGUIDE

gUidAnce system proven in the Field 

on the WAy to
CONTROLLED TRAFFIC
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An investment Which pAys oFF: 

 stAy on the right trAcK  
 FOR TOP EFFICIENCY

RTK 2.5cM
“track to track” and 2.5cm 
“repeatable” accuracy

RTx™ ceNTeR POiNT 4cM
“track to track” and 
4cm “repeatable” accuracy

RTx™ RANGe POiNT 15cM
“track to track” and 50cm
“repeatable” accuracy 
perfect entry signal for all tasks 
from sowing to harvest

eGNOs 20cM
“track to track” generally 
available signal for simple 
applications such as manual 
track guidance with a lightbar

staying in straight lines pays off quickly, with lower fuel costs, less input of seeds, 
fertilisers and plant protection products – and with less of your precious time being 
required to get the job done! Just select the level of precision that best suits your needs. 
installing a gnss (global navigation satellite system) antenna on your machine gives 
you access to our Advanced Farming systems and thus to track guidance systems, 
telematics, automatic section control, harvest mapping and much more. 

eNTRY-LeVeL eGNOs siGNAL – egnos signals are broadcast by three geostationary satellites which allow for a 
track-to-track accuracy of about +/- 20cm. they are generally available without license cost and provide sufficient 
guidance for simple applications such as lightbar systems and can be used for the application of fertilisers or crop 
protection products.

RTx™ RANGe POiNT– satellite-based correction signals allow for an improved accuracy of gps signals. the rtX 
rAnge point service is exclusively available for AFs receivers. the system provides a 15cm pass-to-pass and 
50cm repeatable accuracy within 5 minutes. gps and glonAss signals are available without cost, and together 
with the subscription based rtX range point system it bridges up to two minutes of time-outs. it is the high-
performance entry level signal for all applications from seeding to harvest. 

RTx™ ceNTeR POiNT – rtX center point correction signals are already very close to the case ih top-end 
guidance systems and offer a 4cm pass-to-pass and 4cm repeatable accuracy. to achieve its maximum accuracy, 
the system needs about 30 minutes convergence time. subscription based rtX center point features free gps 
and glonAss signals as well as quick re-start technology, and bridges two minutes of time-outs. 

AuTOMATic dRiViNG iN THe RTK-NeTWORK – rtK (real time Kinematic) is the top-end technology that delivers 
a reliable 2.5cm pass-to-pass and year-after-year accuracy. the case ih rtK network is fully functional across 
the country. the ultimate precision for your field work is achieved with an additional wireless correction signal 
from a mobile tripod or via a mobile communications network, with the modem fixed to the tractor and a range 
of up to 30km. 
depending on topographical conditions, case ih transmits rtK signals via gsm mobile network or directly via radio. 
the use of glonAss satellites in addition to gps satellites allows for effective protection against a potential 
lack of coverage that might be caused by environmental conditions. thanks to the xFill technology, which is 
included as standard in all case ih rtK solutions, signal losses can be bridged for up to 20 minutes as soon as 
the machine starts up. Just keep going without interruption – and maintain ultimate precision.
it is your perfect guidance solution for row crops, tillage operations and the application of crop protection 
products. the signal can be provided to and used by several of your tractors at the same time.
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the precision and handling of automatic 
steering systems on farming vehicles were 
assessed in the dlg focus test “Automatic 
steering systems”.

summary:
“…The approved steering system from 
case iH offers a system precision range of 
3-5 when used with a local RTK station…”

For the full test, see
www.dlg-test.de/tests/6156F.pdf
or simply use your smartphone 
to scan the Qr code.

AdVANTAGes
   entry level egnos signal without license 

costs
    the perfect signal rtK network for 

repeatable accuracy of 2.5cm

    maximum stability through the use of 

glonAss satellites in addition to gps 

satellites
    Fail-save thanks to X-Fill technology which 

covers signal losses for up to 20 minutes
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isOBus compatibility.

Machine settings.

Performance monitoring.
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AFs™ pro 700 monitor: 

 enJoy simpliFied 
 FARMING OPERATIONS
the AFs™ pro 700 touch-screen is factory installed and ready to go. it is a single, customisable, intuitive, easy-to-read display to be used for your whole case ih fleet, i.e. 
tractors, combines and balers, to control and monitor key functions and track important information. you can even take your AFs pro 700 display from your case ih 
machinery to other types of equipment for isobUs control or video monitoring, no matter what the colour may be; the integrated platform allows for compatibility with all 
equipment in your farming operation. better still, the same is true for systems from your external suppliers such as co-ops, crop advisers, or financial advisers. 

Afs PRO 700 TOucH-scReeN MONiTOR
easy, intuitive and efficient operation of your fleet: enjoy enhanced vehicle control 
and additional productivity with programmable functions and settings, as well as 
notebook and isobUs compatibility.

KeY feATuRes iNcLude:
 Performance monitoring and recording: overall performance, performance per day 

or for each job. All data from the AFs monitors can be saved to a Usb stick for 
analysis at your farm office if required.

 Vehicle settings: a series of AFs screens allow you to fine-tune machinery and 
implement settings. it is easy to set flow rates and timers for each of the remote 
valves, providing an excellent overview of the whole set up of your tractor.  
the same is true for Automatic crop settings (Acs), header adjustments and 
settings of other important parameters on your combine.

 Hitch notebook: this function enables you to save settings for each implement 
according to working conditions. next time you attach the plough, for example, 
just open the notebook, choose the right set-up and off you go.

 full isOBus compatibility: hook up any compatible machine to display its user 
interface on the AFs monitor and operate the machine easily and interactively  
by pressing the control buttons on the AFs monitor. separate control pendants  
or cables inside the cab are no longer needed.

 Video input: display a live video feed from a camera positioned at the rear end of 
a loader wagon or look into the trailer with a camera mounted on the unloading 
auger of your combine; you can monitor what is going on without having to take 
your eyes off the work area in front of you.

 A variety of vehicle guidance solutions is available to match your needs 
for precision. A fully automated and integrated solution, which is factory 
installed, gives you the pinpoint accuracy you need for high value crops. 
however a simple plug and play lightbar steering kit can also be installed – 
whatever suits you best.
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improve comfort by reducing operator demands.

Mechanical row guidance in combination with GPs signals.

T3™ enhanced terrain compensation technology.

integrating guidance systems into our tractors and Axial-Flow® combines right from the start ensures extensive 
factory testing and quality control. Factory-installed AFs™ autoguidance systems offer unsurpassed reliability and 
convenience, providing a year-to-year and pass-to-pass accuracy which is as tight as plus or minus 2.5cm. guidance 
solutions from case ih such as AFs Accuguide™ and AFs rowguide™ can be tailored to your needs and markedly 
increase the accuracy, efficiency and productivity of your operation.

TiLLAGe
Use AFs Accuguide during tillage operations with implements such as a cultivator or disk harrow to reduce skips 
and overlaps, map the ground you have worked, and save fuel and labour costs. AFs Accuguide simplifies your 
operation and you will be able to add extra working hours to your day if need be, without extra fatigue.

PLANTiNG & seediNG, sPReAdiNG & sPRAYiNG
neat straight rows have always been appreciated by farmers. proceed one step further and protect your soil with 
controlled traffic whilst planting your seeds within 2.5cm of this year’s rows in 95 percent of the time.  
AFs Accuguide helps you to achieve straight and repeatable rows with higher speed and efficiency when planting 
or seeding with fully integrated, hands-free assisted steering. enjoy saving on seeds, fertilisers and chemicals whilst 
minimising skips and overlaps. 

HARVesTiNG
in conjunction with AFs Accuguide, AFs rowguide provides accurate, hands-free assisted steering during corn 
harvest to reduce operator fatigue on long working days. two mechanical touch sensors, mounted on the dividers of 
the corn-header, sense row positions and provide guidance together with the gps signal. you can rest assured that 
your combine will stay right on course on each single pass. 

OPTiMise YOuR OPeRATiON
compensate for sideward slip and potential loss of accuracy during operations on sloping fields by means of a t3™ 
navigation controller with enhanced compensation technology. Keep your line straight – wherever you go.

 eAsy to Use And eFFicient:

 FActory-instAlled
AUTOGUIDANCE

 

GPs ReceiVeR

ROLL ANGLe

POsiTiON cORRecTed
BY T3™ TecHNOLOGY

POsiTiON WiTHOuT 
TeRRAiN cOMPeNsATiON
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the new Xcn-2050 display system is characterised by a host of innovations and new functions. For the first time, the display features a multi-touch 
surface for convenient fingertip control. the Android operating system also allows you to install additional software to enhance the functional scope. 
thus you can add farming applications such as a lightbar, for example, and also display helpful agricultural information – from weather forecasts 
and precipitation data to site-specific management information.

 displAys 

 FAst, modern,
 USER-FRIENDLY

THe xcN-2050 disPLAY OffeRs:
  high-resolution 30cm touch-screen
  crystal-clear display of field maps – supported by aerial views, 

tracks, field borders and fertiliser maps
  Android-based operating system for the latest graphics and menu 

navigation

  external upgrade module for immediate connection of accessory 
components

  compatibility with integrated and assisted steering systems
  Accuracy of 2.5 to 15cm
  internal 32 gb flash hard drive
  integrated hd video camera on the front of the display



 Keep everything in vieW

toUch-screen monitors
THAT SUIT YOUR NEEDS

14 disPLAYs  

cAse iH fM-1000™
benefit from the ultimate precision for your tractor and the attached 
implement. the Fm-1000™ offers optimum performance and 
reliability with the industry’s leading integrated gps + glonAss dual 
frequency receiver. the 30.73cm touch-screen monitor offers best 
visibility from a bright and large screen that can be switched between 
day and night mode. you can toggle between plan and 3d views or 
zoom in and out just with the tip of your finger. in addition to mapping 
options, fieldfinder technology and Usb flash drive, this screen also 
features integrated radio options for rtK accuracy, four ports / video 
inputs and a gps data output – so you can supply gps position data 
to your combine display for yield monitoring for example.
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cAse iH fM-750™
the case ih Fm-750™ system is ready to use and easy to install. 
the 20cm 16:9 touch-screen display is the starting point for the 
application of the ultimate Advanced Farming systems, as packages 
for automatic steering and section control can easily be integrated. 
on this display, you can immediately see your current location in 
the field as well as the area covered so far with either plan or 3d 
views. switch between day and night mode according to working and 
light conditions, mark and localize obstructions in the field and enjoy 
easy navigation to the next pass using the swathFinder assistant. 
loudspeaker / buzzer, Fieldfinder technology, 27 led display, Usb 
flash drive, radar speed display, rtK radio option and two video / 
camera inputs are just some of this monitor’s useful features.

eZ-Guide® 250
the eZ-guide® 250 is the entry-level track guidance system with a 
lightbar. this case ih system has an intuitive user interface and is 
ready for operation on delivery. it allows for plan and 3d views on the 
11cm colour screen and reveals your position in the field at a glance. 
Features include a day or night mode for excellent visibility under all 
circumstances, marking and locating of in-field hazards, swathFinder 
assistance, Usb flash drive, radar speed output and gps data output. 
the eZ-guide 250 is a logical first step in the world of guidance 
systems and can be fitted to any brand of tractor any time.
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get on the

Winning
TRACK

mAKe yoUr choice: 
From A FUlly AUtomAtic solUtion 
For optimUm perFormAnce 
to An entry-level eZ-pilot™

PRecise, efficieNT, ANd PROducTiVe!
enjoy being on the winning track with case ih 
guidance systems. reduce emissions and overlaps 
automatically, thus saving fuel and labour cost, and 
manage your input of seeds, fertilisers and chemicals 
more efficiently than ever before. 

benefit from inch-perfect precision and hands-free 
steering for consistently efficient and productive work 
processes – no matter how long your days in the field 
may be. 



AuTOPiLOT™
AUtopilot™ is the high-end fully automatic solution of case ih steering systems which keep your machines 
and implements on a straight and repeatable path – again and again. the system can be retrofitted to any 
make and model of machine. Using the machine’s electro-hydraulic circuit to provide automatic guidance, 
this steering system will significantly increase your performance and efficiency during field operations such 
as tillage, planting or harvesting – simply because you will be driving effortlessly with more accuracy than ever 
before – even during extended working hours and in darkness.
Antenna, Autosense™ steering sensor, navigation controller ii and vehicle interface are the main 
components. Wheel angle information of the steering sensor is sent to the navigation controller ii which 
in turn sends t3™ enhanced terrain compensated correction to the vehicle interface. the latter controls 
the vehicle’s steering when engaged. t3™ enhanced terrain compensation technology can be used with  
Fm-750™ and Fm-1000™ displays and can be combined with trueguide, a passive system that lets the 
tractor guide the implement – ideal on hillsides, rolling terrain and with large implements that create draft.

eZ-PiLOT™ 
As with the AUtopilot™, the eZ-pilot™ can also be retrofitted to almost all tractors and combines, 
whatever make and model. When engaged, the eZ-pilot turns the steering wheel with an integrated 
electric motor drive. precise steering is available at speeds above 3km/h and maintained even in sloping 
and rolling landscapes, thus relieving the operator from tiring steering corrections. 
the eZ-pilot can be used together with your Fm-750™ or Fm-1000™ displays for hands-free field work. 
As the motor is integrated in the steering column, access to all instrument panels and your leg space 
are completely unobstructed. the system allows for unrestricted manual steering when not engaged. 
the eZ-pilot is the ideal upgrade package to achieve high accuracy in your fields at an affordable price. 
eZ-pilot consists of the integrated electric motor drive and the eZ-pilot controller with t3™ enhanced 
terrain compensation technology. it is fully rtK compatible – for reliable and repeatable accuracy down  
to 2.5cm. 
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steering angle sensor

High Performance Terrain 
compensation

universal 
steering valve

AG25 GNss Antenna

eZ-Pilot™
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fieLdLeVeL sYsTeM
the Fieldlevel™ system streamlines the surveying, designing and levelling steps required when you plan land levelling 
projects. it also provides two methods for installing rice levees. Fieldlevel helps you to ensure optimal water management by 
providing an efficient distribution of water by maintaining grade; it helps you to ensure improvements in yields by controlling 
excess water and it also helps to minimise water costs whilst improving the productivity of your farm.

LANd LeVeLLiNG fuNcTiONALiTies iNcLude:
survey: precisely map your fields and create boundaries, interior points and surfaces with ease. calculate and report on the 
true acreage of your survey area – for optimal field coverage and accurate surface designs.
design: create a best-fit surface using Autoplane technology and define primary and cross slopes for prescribed 
orientation and grades. multiplane design software will help you master more complex field requirements.
Level: Automatically operate the hydraulic valves on any type of tractor to steer and adjust the scraper when levelling your 
fields. you can operate both tandem and dual scraper systems to increase the productivity of your levelling projects.

AGGPs TRueTRAcKeR™ iMPLeMeNT sTeeRiNG sYsTeM
by means of the Aggps truetracker™ system, your implements will follow a repeatable path, even on sloping fields 
and variable soils.

   the system instantly adjusts implements such as tillage tools, strip tillers, drills, planters, cultivators, sprayers, harvesters 
and any other implement that can be mechanically steered, to follow directly in your tractor’s path. 

   if used with an rtK network provided by a case ih dealer in your area, or if you set up an rtK base station on your farm to 
send corrected gps positions to your tractor via radio Aggps, truetracker will provide a +/- 2.5cm accuracy.

   Using the Aggps truetracker helps to improve seedbed preparation and nutrient placement and thus will enhance your 
crop standards and yields.

AGGPs TRueGuide™ iMPLeMeNT sTeeRiNG sYsTeM
Whilst the truetracker system is the best solution for rolling landscapes and slopes, as tractor and implement will both be 
steered with repeatable 2.5cm precision, the Aggps trueguide™ solution will do perfectly well on level fields. With the 
trueguide system, only the path of the tractor will be adjusted so as to keep the implement precisely on track.

 implement gUidAnce solUtions 

AccUrAtely steer
YOUR IMPLEMENTS
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Applied soil protection 

 controlled trAFFic
 FARMING
NexT LeVeL AGRicuLTuRe
sustainable soil management and soil conservation are receiving growing attention throughout europe and beyond. controlled traffic Farming as one of the successful 
strategies is increasingly looked at and taken up by farmers. in a first step, controlled traffic Farming (ctF) is based on in-field tracks which are laid out once and then are 
permanently used, thus leaving the soil surface between the tracks unaffected. Wheel tracks of the machines used for field work can be harmonised in a second step. 
harmonised working widths and a high-precision guidance system are basic requirements for ctF.

cAse iH sOLuTiONs fOR A 12M PeRMANeNT TRAcK sYsTeM
to enable farmers to take up and make best use of the benefits of controlled traffic Farming, case ih engineers have particularly looked at the following components:
•	 Case	IH	RTK-systems	for	absolute	precision	and	reliability	in	the	2.5cm	range,
•	 the	12.4m	header	for	our	Axial-Flow® combines and
•	 an	extra-long	and	foldable	unloading	auger	for	direct	unloading	into	transfer	vehicles	which	drive	on	the	next	permanent	12m	track.

BeNeficiAL fOR YOuR sOiLs ANd YOuR cROPs 
once laid out and consequently maintained, permanent tracks will reduce the risk of soil compaction and cost for tillage, at the same time improving infiltration and storage 
of soil water. the soil structure will be enhanced, in turn promoting soil organisms and root growth, as well as nutrient and water uptake of your crops. there is scientific 
evidence that the reduction of the field surface that is passed by agricultural vehicles will allow for yield increases in the zones between the permanent tracks.

12.4m

12m
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shAre A “common lAngUAge”

 cAse ih 
 ISOBUS SOLUTIONS
make life easier for you and you operators by using just one AFs™ touch-
screen monitor to control all isobUs-compatible implements. As the more 
complex implements and steering mechanisms often require an isobUs-
joystick, our vehicles are pre-wired and ready to “plug and play”. this 
enables you to deliberately and easily assign, store, select and use the 
functions of remote valves and implements according to their modes of 
operation.

isOBus TAsK cONTROLLeR
the isobUs task controller offers a number of advantages which make 
your field work easier and more efficient day after day:

 gps based control of sections on iso implements 
  variable rate applications with compatible isobUs implements 
  simple and complete documentation 
   control of compatible iso implements from different manufacturers 
via a single, fully integrated terminal

   increased productivity and time saving when changing from one 
implement to another 

  cost saving when buying new implements 

THe cAse iH sOLuTiON iNcLudes:
  one display for tractor functions, isobUs and guidance 
  Fully integrated AFs 300 or AFs 700 touch-screen display 
  Quick and user-friendly implement control 



 isobUs tAsK controller
 FUNCTIONS
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isOBus compatibility 
for very simple control 

of the large baler via the 
Afs™ touchscreen monitor

TAsK cONTROLLeR BAsic
if you are interested in the documentation of 
cumulative values which provide useful 

information on the work you have done, the task 
controller basic will deliver exactly what you are 
looking for. data submitted by implements are 
documented in the iso Xml format and can easily 
be transferred between your electronic field book 
and your task controller. that makes importing 
tasks and exporting documentation of completed 
operations a matter of seconds. 

TAsK cONTROLLeR secTiON
Automatically turning boom sections of  
sprayers and spreaders on and off in relation 

to actual gps data and the overlap you desire, the 
task controller section delivers far more than 
documentation. this feature is particularly useful for 
headlands or fields with irregular shapes. in addition 
to saving 5-10% of your inputs such as crop 
protection products and fertilisers, you may also 
benefit from a higher yield potential due to the 
targeted application that does not leave any bad 
spots.

TAsK cONTROLLeR GeO-BAsed
in addition to the features provided by task 
controller section, the geo-based version 

of the task controller enables you to generate 
site-specific data. sub-area specific applications  
can be planned, performed and documented on 
the basis of digital application maps. As with task 
controller section, a gps receiver must be connected 
to your task controller.
isobUs allows for easy operation of your large 
baler – and any other isobUs-compatible implement 
– via your AFs touch-screen monitor.
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task controller section and task controller geo-based make it easy to save inputs and increase your efficiency. on the one hand, reaction time of the operator is replaced by 
automatic control, the latter never becoming tired even after long working hours. on the other hand, section control and in particular row control both reduce overlap by up to 
75% and 100%, respectively. 

Automatic row control does not only help you to save fertilisers and crop protection products as positive effects already become visible during seeding. Further to reducing cost 
of seeds, you can also optimise your crop standards. Avoiding double density seeding in corners and along headlands will contribute to better crop growth and crop health.

 isobUs: 

An eAsy WAy to
 IMPROVE EFFICIENCY

Automatic row control. 
Reduces your input costs for seeds and 
fertilizers.

With manual control you can’t avoid double 
density seeding and spraying.

Headland
ReAcTiON TiMe
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up to 75%
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MOsT PRecise ANd eAsiesT GPs-dRiVeN sPRAYiNG
Field-iQ™ automatically turns up to 48 boom sections on and off to avoid overspray as well as untreated gaps and bad spots on end rows. this results in faster and more 
precise application during field work and less stress on the operator when navigating on headlands, along waterways and in other demanding driving situations.

 Field-iQ™ – An intelligent WAy

 to cUt yoUr
 FARM’S INPUT COSTS!

sPRAY, BROAdcAsT, dRiLL 
Just connect the Field-iQ™ system directly to the existing components 
of various manufacturers and get going – efficient, precise and reliable.

PReVeNT OVeRLAPs ANd BAd sPOTs usiNG ROW cONTROL
control up to 48 individual sections, nozzles or rows on demand. the 
system directly operates the shut-off valves located on the implement 
boom.

VARiABLe MeTeRiNG cONTROL WiTH OPTiONAL fieLd-iq™ 
sWiTcH BOx
in addition to controlling individual nozzles, the optional switch box 
allows you to increase and decrease application rates and also adjust 
your rate manually to a predefined rate over different field areas. save 
money, increase yield and generate documentation on the amount of 
fertilisers or crop protection products used.

fieLd_iq™ cAB KiT

OPTiONAL fieLd_iq™ sWiTcH BOx
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case ih AFs connect™ telematics uses global positioning systems and mobile communication technology to send and receive machine, agronomic and 
job-site information. telematics technology allows you to know more on the whereabouts, status and settings of your machines, even from your office 
desk, thus helping to improve the productivity of your business with up-to-the-minute information. case ih AFs connect telematics is “the clever way” 
to maximise your return on investment. 

Be MAsTeR Of YOuR fLeeT
Fleet management allows you to track all of your machines and, by extension,your team, from a single 
web page. you can:

 Accurately pinpoint the exact location of a given machine.
  coordinate machine logistics basic so you can efficiently support your staff, manage maintenance, 

refuelling and other needs to keep your people productive and your machines running smoothly. 

secuRiTY ANd AsseT TRAcKiNG
protect your investment and streamline maintenance by using the AFs connect basic alerts and 
antitheft system (where available).
geo-fencing ensures that your machine stays within certain coordinates preset by you,and curfew  
management sends an alert if a machine is started after working hours. 

cOMPATiBiLiTY
the case ih AFs connect basic is compatible with your existing precision farming systems, so your local case ih dealer 
can retrofit it on fleets of both case ih and competitive equipment. deploy it with:

 Any equipment using the standard isobUs protocol.
 case ih AFs pro displays.
 A case ih dcm-300 modem that you may already own for mobile communication-based differential correction. 

diAGNOsis ANd deALeR seRVice ViA MOBiLe cOMMuNicATiON
there is no need to take your case ih AFs connect basic to your dealer for diagnosis or support as the system can be serviced via mobile communication 
units based on Android and ios systems software.

 monitor perFormAnce,

 mAXimiZe Uptime
 INCREASE INCOME



telematics data provided by AFs connect™ are transferred to your farm computer in real-time, enabling you to provide instant 
advice and directions whenever you see the need to make immediate operating adjustments. For different demands and 
personal preferences, case ih AFs connect is available in two specification levels:

the AFs connect basic offers fleet management capabilities, machine location tracking and a working status overview. 
Knowing exactly where your tractor or combine is – in which field and in which part of that field – allows you to guide trailers 
or fuel supplies exactly to the right spot. no time is wasted whilst the efficiency of man and machine is kept at their maximum. 
With the AFs connect manager, you can be alerted when your machine leaves a designated area. in addition to security 
benefits, this also allows you to guide operators to preferred routes and instructed areas – particularly helpful for inexperienced 
staff or contract services.

the AFs connect Advanced package includes all the features and abilities of the AFs connect basic plus various other helpful 
management and analysis possibilities:

 compare data from different machines and identify areas of possible improvement where one machine is performing 
better than another.

 having operating data instantly at hand, as well as access to performance and set-up figures from previous working periods 
for the same or similar machines, provides aid for new or inexperienced operators and enables them to quickly increase 
their efficiency.

 AFs connect messaging allows farm owners and managers, as well as case ih dealer technicians, to send advice directly 
to the machine’s display – so operators can improve their performance on the move.

AccuRATe MeAsuReMeNT, AsTuTe MANAGeMeNT
if you can’t measure, you can’t manage. With case ih AFs connect, all operating figures from your key machines are at your 
fingertips, enabling you to make your management decisions on the basis of accurate data. AFs connect allows for the 
analysis and reduction of machine idle operating hours or unloading times, thus enabling you to minimise fuel consumption 
and maximise performance for optimum productivity. data on engine power, fuel use, productivity and output are also recorded 
and transferred in report format directly to the computer on your farm desk. these reports can be exported in microsoft excel 
format, and the information can be filtered by field, operator or task. statistic work reports for all relevant machines and their 
operators allow for comparisons of performance and efficiency, thus providing clear starting points for potential improvements. 

AFs connect ™

AnAlyse perFormAnce
 IN REAL-TIME 
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Afs cONNecT™ BAsic feATuRes
 fleet Management, including vehicle mapping, historic 

breadcrumbing.
 Machine Monitoring, including geofence/curfew set-

tings, motion detection for the last five days after last 
key-off.

 Maintenance, including maintenance-due alerts.
 One-Minute update Rate, or when status change 

occurs including reporting of key on/off, idle time and 
workload.

 Machine status, including reporting of traveling, 
engine hours, moving, working and moving, moving 
and unloading, unloading and working, unloading 
and moving, unloading.

 dashboard Graphic interface of key vehicle parameters 
on supported platforms, such as engine speed and oil 
temperature, coolant temperature and level, hydraulic 
oil temperature and pressure, fuel level, deF level, 
battery voltage.

 Live Time provides 30 minutes on the dashboard.

Afs cONNecT™ AdVANced feATuRes
 cAN Viewer lets you watch machine parameters 

remotely in real time.
 2-Way Messaging from the web portal to the vehicle, 

with a predefined set of potential operator responses.
 Graphic Reports showing area worked, yield average, 

flow average, moisture average, weight, fuel level.
 Live Time provides 30 additional minutes through 

the cAn viewer which gives you a deeper dive into 
machine performance data – per modem, per day, 
not pooled in any way.

 cellular Network coverage, with multiple providers 
per country for best coverage. roaming sim card 
and data plan included in AFs connect subscription 
works global.



many variables apply in farming, thus making it key to understand what is happening and why. Although such understanding has always been important, today’s challenges 
are more demanding, requiring a profound knowledge and a complete overview at all times. manage your farming operation on a new level of expertise by making decisions 
based on solid facts. With the AFs™ Farm management software package from case ih you can see field by field the tasks performed, the work rates achieved, the fuel used 
during each task and, most importantly, your yield. start collecting the data for your future today.

Afs fARM MANAGeMeNT sOfTWARe
get real-time information on all your farming processes. Use a single software suite to maximise the value of your AFs technology. case ih AFs software enables you to view, 
edit, manage, analyse and utilise your precision farming data. designed to fit your operation’s needs, case ih AFs software offers the flexibility and analysis power to support 
all your precision farming needs – without creating a “data overload”. 
generate yield maps, prescription maps and other management support tools according to your needs from just one integrated software package. plus, create soil sampling 
maps, create and print reports, and import satellite imagery. no matter what your data source, the AFs™ pro 700 display, your crop consultant, an ag retailer or any other 
supplier, you can easily import and manage the data using your AFs software.

iMPROVed iN-fieLd TRAcK MANAGMeNT
With the AFs Farm management software, you can easily administer and even change all in-field tracks, and then transfer them back onto your AFs pro 300/700, 
Fm-750™ or Fm-1000™ display. this enables all vehicles of your fleet to use exactly the same tracks in a given season and to return to those tracks with 2.5cm accuracy in 
the years to follow – at any growth stage of your crop and at any time of the year. 

cOMPReHeNsiVe MANAGeMeNT TOOLs ANd A WHOLe RANGe Of sOLuTiONs – fROM JusT ONe sOuRce
case ih Farm management software is far more than a collection of data: it is a collection of effective tools for the administration, evaluation and adaptation of data for your 
electronic field books that have been generated by your AFs equipment, as well as data derived from other precision agriculture sources. organise all your data with just one 
software which also enables you to prepare and print maps, reports or graphs. if you wish to do so, you can easily exchange these maps or reports with other parties such as 
land owners and advisors.

this software also supports all major precision farming systems available on the market, such as trimble, Ag leader and green star.

AFs desKtop soFtWAre

yoUr bUsiness
AT A GLANCE
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Afs Water control: identify optimal placement of tile 
and surface drains with Afs Water control. 

Afs View: View and track data with Afs View.

Afs Mapping & Records: Optimise field record-
keeping, mapping and analysis with Afs Mapping 
& Records.

Afs fARM MANAGeMeNT sOfTWARe 29  
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AFS SUPPORT CENTER  

UK

0800 0281 910
afssupporteur@caseih.com
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you want to be ready before you head out to the field; with AFs Academy you will have the training you need 
to get the most from your equipment and AFs technology. highly trained support engineers understand 
your equipment: they participate in hardware and software installations, they operate AFs-equipped 
tractors, combines and implements on the technology centre’s test track, and they are just footsteps away 
from case ih product engineers. At case ih, it is innovations such as the set-up of our AFs support centre 
which will help you maximise your technology’s potential.

Afs AcAdeMY: uTiLise Afs fuNcTiONALiTY TO iTs BesT
AFs Academy is available in three convenient formats to fit your needs: online, at your local dealership or 
through intensive regional training sessions. you have made an investment in AFs technology, so case ih wants 
to make sure that you are in a position to make the best use of its full potential and optimise your profitability.
your local AFs certified dealer can schedule instructor-led training sessions on-site, where you can benefit 
from the experience of your dealer’s AFs specialist and expert AFs trainers. you can participate in hands-on, 
comprehensive, high quality training in small, intimate settings for a dynamic and lasting learning experience.
intensive, regional, instructor-led training sessions focus on theoretical and practical applications of the 
course content. Attendees can learn more about AFs Accuguide™ autoguidance, AFs rowguide™ for 
combines, application control and more. these practical training sessions give you and your colleagues the 
opportunity to ask questions and work through solutions.

Afs suPPORT – sHARed KNOWLedGe AVAiLABLe BY PHONe 
many things in your life will not respect regular opening hours between 9 in the morning and 5 in the 
afternoon. that is why case ih provides 24/7/365 technical support – with the right people when and where 
you need them – to help keep you on track and rolling. calls to the support centre are logged and categorised 
so all AFs support engineers have access to the inquiry and the resolution. this shared knowledge helps 
us to provide faster and more accurate responses. in addition, the real-time data on product issues, trends 
and analyses give case ih important insights for future product improvements and innovations.

AFs AcAdemy & AFs sUpport

 dedicAted to Keep
YOU ROLLING

...even in the field when you need it.

Afs support: Available by phone or...

Afs Academy: free online tutorials and web-based classes.
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system
SOLUTIONS
When you buy a case ih machine, you can be sure not only that you’re buying the best product, but also that you’ve got the best dealer back-
up behind you. case ih dealers can offer advice on selecting and financing the right machine, will ensure they deliver what you need when 
you need it, and will then continue to back you and your equipment with the service and spare parts supply you would expect from a name as 
trusted as case ih.

ALL THe PARTs ANd seRVice TO
KeeP YOuR equiPMeNT RuNNiNG
Find the full line of case ih parts and components at your 
local dealer. plus full-service maintenance programmes 
and industry-leading warranties. it’s expertise applied by 
skilled, factory-trained service professionals committed 
to providing you maximum uptime, season after season. 

AROuNd THe cOuNTRY
case ih max service is a customer support service 
that provides 24-hour, seven-day-a-week access to the 
people, products and parts support needed to keep your 
operation running during the times most critical to your 
profitability. max service backs up your dealer with every 
resource available to case ih, to help maximise uptime 
and productivity of case ih equipment and increase your 
return on investment through access to product experts 
and 24/7 emergency breakdown assistance.

OffeRiNG fiNANciAL sOLuTiONs 
fOR MORe THAN 50 YeARs
cnh industrial capital’s extensive experience in the 
agricultural industry has created a deep understanding 
of your unique needs. competitive equipment financing 
with flexible payments can reduce upfront payments with 
operating and finance leases. For other needs, choose 
from credit cards specific to the agricultural industry. We 
can even help you finance crop-input products or land 
rental. there are financing options that fit the way you 
farm. cnh industrial capital helps you find them.

visit oUr FAnshop At

WWW.CASEIH.COM
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choose yoUr AccUrAcy

eGNOs RTx RANGe POiNT RTx ceNTeR POiNT RTK RTK-NeT

entry level for large scale crops 
soil tillage
stubble cultivation
mapping

mapping
soil sampling
planting/seeding
row crops

row crops
planting/seeding
spraying
harvest

Row crops
Tramlines
Guidance of planters
field levelling
surface creation
drainage

•	 20cm	pass-to-pass	 
accuracy

•	 For	manual	guidance	
systems

•	 GPS-satellite

•	 15cm	pass-to-pass	accuracy
•	 Exclusively	available	for	

trimble-receivers
•	 Fast	convergence	times
•	 2	min.	bridging	timeout 

glonAss free of charge

•	 4cm	pass-to-pass	accuracy
•	 Quick	new-start	technology
•	 Repeatable
•	 2	min.	bridging	timeout
•	 glonAss free of charge

•	 2.5cm	pass-to-pass	accuracy
•	 Radio-based	 

correction signal
•	 Optional	repeater	
•	 x-fill technology

•	 2.5cm	pass-to-pass	accuracy
•	 Correction	via	mobile	phone	

network
•	 30km	range
•	 x-fill technology

correction message

gps/glonAss signals

gps/glonAss  
satellite network

geostationary satellite

+/- 20cm +/-15cm
4cm 2.5cm

3-G mobile modemAfs 372 receiver
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MANuAL sTeeRiNG AssisTed sTeeRiNG AuTOMATic sTeeRiNG

eZ-Guide 250 eZ-PiLOT AuTOPiLOT AccuGuide

x
x
x

eGNOs 20cm manual

assisted with 
t3™ terrain compensation technology

automatic
with t3™ terrain compensation technology

Range Point RTx 
15cm

xcenter Point RTx 
4cm

RTK 2.5cm

case iH
factory fitted

x x x x
maxxum cvX

puma, puma cvX
magnum, magnum cvX

steiger / Quadtrac 
Axial-Flow®

case iH dealer
installed accessory √ √ √ √

Dealer installed
accessory competitors √ √ √ √ x

 eZ-Guide 250 xcN-2050 fM 750 / fM 1000 Afs 700

gUidAnce systems
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Safety never hurts! Always read the Operator’s Manual before working with any equipment. Inspect equipment before using it, and be sure it is operating properly. Follow the product safety signs, and use any safety features provided. This literature has been published for worldwide circulation. The standard and optional equipment 
and the availability of individual models may vary from one country to the next. Case IH reserves the right to undertake modifications without prior notice to the design and technical equipment at all times without this resulting in any obligation whatsoever to make such modifications to units already sold. Whilst every effort is 

made to ensure that the specifications, descriptions and illustrations in this brochure are correct at the time of going to press, these are also subject to change without prior notice. Illustrations may show optional equipment or may not show all standard equipment. Case IH recommends  lubricants.
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